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Recently the content distribution networks (CDNs) have been highlighted as the new net-
work paradigm which can improve latency for Web access. In CDNs, the content location
strategy and request routing techniques are important technical issues. Both of them should
be used in an integrated manner in general, but CDN performance applying both these tech-
nologies has not been evaluated in detail. In this paper, we investigate the effect of integration
of these techniques. For request routing, we focus on a request routing technique applied active
network technology, Active Anycast, which improves both network delay and server processing
delay. For content distribution technology, we propose a new strategy, Popularity-Probability,
whose aim corresponds with that of Active Anycast. Performance evaluation results show that
integration of Active Anycast and Popularity-Probability can hold stable delay characteristics.

1. Introduction

On the Internet, several types of services use
replicated servers which are geographically dis-
persed across the whole network. One typical
example of this type of service is content dis-
tribution network (CDN) 1). CDN distributes
content by placing it on content servers which
are located near the users and user requests to
those servers. The aim of this approach is of
prevent too many accesses from concentrating
at a particular server, which causes degradation
of response time of a server itself and congestion
in the network around that server. However, if
the content cannot be placed on an adequate
server or the request cannot be forwarded to
an adequate server, user response time would
be degraded because of server overloading and
network congestion. To avoid degradation of re-
sponse time, CDN performance should be main-
tained. In content distribution networks, the
request routing 2),3) and content location tech-
niques 4)–7) are important technical problems.
Both technologies should be used in an inte-
grated manner in general, but CDN perfor-
mance applying both of these technologies has
not been evaluated in detail. In this paper,
we investigate the effect of integration of these
techniques.

When a client would like to select a good
(replication) server to obtain an object, one
transparent way is making use of DNS 8),9).
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In this approach, a DNS server has a list of
servers and returns a selected server’s IP ad-
dress. Round robin selection is generally used,
which cannot take account of the server’s loca-
tion and load. An Anycast server selection is
a more sophisticated way of guiding a client’s
request to one of many hosts 10)–12). A packet
destined for an Anycast address will be deliv-
ered to one of the hosts with an Anycast ad-
dress, ideally the closest one to the client. This
Anycast technology only takes the distance be-
tween client and server into consideration. To
select the optimal server which gives the small-
est response time, server load is also an impor-
tant factor to be considered. As one possible
way to resolve these server selection problems,
we have proposed “Active Anycast” 13). In Ac-
tive Anycast, when a user request arrives at an
active router, this active router selects an ade-
quate server and directs this request to the se-
lected server.

In content location strategy, the optimiza-
tion problem is defined as replicating ob-
jects so that the average number of hops tra-
versed is minimized when clients fetch ob-
jects from the nearest content server containing
the requested object. This optimization prob-
lem is NP-complete 4). Kangasharju, et al. 4)

propose three heuristics (Popularity, Greedy-
Single, Greedy-Global) for this optimization
problem. These algorithms are designed for the
object to be replicated so that the average num-
ber of hops traversed is minimized in the ba-
sic assumption that Anycast is used for request
routing.

In this paper, we claim that there is a sig-
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nificant difference between the aims of content
location strategy and request routing. And we
claim that these aims should correspond. When
Active Anycast is used for request routing, a
user request has a tendency to be guided so that
servers inside a network are effectively used.
Thus, when request routing guides a user re-
quest intelligently so that the load of servers is
balanced, content location strategy should work
well together with this strategy. From these ob-
servations, we propose a new content location
strategy, Popularity-Probability. In Popularity-
Probability, objects are randomly located in
replicated servers inside a network according
to its popularity. It has quite a simple oper-
ation, i.e., a specific object is located in a con-
tent server with the probability which is given
from its relative popularity. By this simple op-
eration, objects are randomly located inside a
network and an object with high popularity has
a larger number of copies inside a network than
lower-popularity objects. With Active Anycast
strategy which can select the adequate server
from these servers, this content location strat-
egy will provide good performance to CDNs.
Performance evaluation in the paper will show
that our proposed integration of request rout-
ing and content location strategy in CDN can
hold stable delay characteristics.

The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows. Section 2 describes request routing
technology and introduces Anycast and Active
Anycast. Section 3 explains previously pub-
lished content location strategies in detail. Sec-
tion 4 claims the necessity for robust CDN and
proposes a new integration of request routing
and content location strategy, i.e. Active Any-
cast and Popularity-Probability. Section 5 in-
vestigates the effectiveness of our proposed in-
tegration. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Request Routing

In the content distribution networks, to ef-
fectively respond to requests in a reasonable
amount of time, the load must be distributed
across multiple servers. Request routing is the
technique which directs user requests to an ad-
equate server from the standpoint of improving
latency in obtaining objects. URL approach
is the simplest one and some modifications of
them have been proposed 3). This approach as-
sumes the request routing decision is made at
the client side, so it can be categorized into an
end-to-end approach. In the paper, we focus on

Fig. 1 Active Anycast.

the network support approach which makes use
of active network technology. In the network
support approach, higher operation than net-
work layer can be processed at a router inside
a network. As a network support approach, we
explain Anycast and Active Anycast, in detail.

2.1 Anycast
In Anycast technology, an Anycast address

can indicate a group of servers offering the same
service 10)–12). A router which receives an IP
datagram whose destination address field in-
cludes an Anycast address forwards this data-
gram to an output link on the path to the near-
est server. The Anycast technology can be used
for selecting the closest server without an end-
user knowing where it is.

2.2 Active Anycast
As a request routing, we have proposed Ac-

tive Anycast 13). In Active Anycast, a router in
the network autonomously distributes accesses
from clients adequately to geographically dis-
persed servers. The Active Anycast is based
on Anycast 10)–12) and active network technol-
ogy 15),16).

In Active Anycast, a TCP connection which
is initiated by the client is autonomously set
up to an adequate server by an active router.
When the client has a request to the server, it
sends a name resolution query to the Domain
Name System (DNS) and gets a resolved Any-
cast address (Step 1. in Fig. 1). This Anycast
address indicates a group of replicated servers
(including an original server) which offer the
same service. The initiating host sends a SYN
packet whose destination address field indicates
Anycast address (Step 2). The SYN packet is
forwarded to an output link on the path to the
closest server when it arrives at a conventional
Anycast router (Step 3). When the SYN packet
with the Anycast address arrives at an active
router, it chooses an adequate server from all
the candidate servers of the corresponding ser-
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Fig. 2 RTT measurement.

vice based on the information and the policy of
server selection. And this router changes the
destination address of this SYN packet to the
unicast address of the selected server (Step 4).
Subsequently, the SYN packet is forwarded to
the selected server as conventional unicast for-
warding (Step 5). When the server receives this
SYN packet, it replies an ACK+SYN packet
(Step 7). And the client sends an ACK packet
after it receives an ACK+SYN packet, which
means establishment of the TCP connection
(Step 8). After that, the ordinary information
exchange phase is started between the server
and the initiating client (Step 9). The anycast
address cannot be directly used to establish a
TCP connection, because anycast communica-
tion cannot guarantee that multiple packets to
the same anycast address will reach the same
destination. To solve this problem, IP option
(record route and source route option) can be
used 10),13).

2.3 Active Anycast Server Selection
In Ref. 14), the way that an active router col-

lects information necessary for server selection
has been proposed. An active router is assumed
to measure the round trip time (RTT) of a re-
quest packet and its response packet as shown
in Fig. 2 and use this RTT for server selec-
tion. This measured RTT includes both the
network delay and the server processing delay,
so an active router can select a good server from
the standpoint of both the network delay and
server load. For the server selection policy, a
probabilistic server selection policy in which a
router selects the server according to a proba-
bilistic manner is applied. The probability of
server selection is calculated taking account of
the RTT between client and servers. When the
RTT is large, selection probability should be
small. This probabilistic selection prevents syn-
chronized behavior of server selection. We ap-
ply the following simple method for calculation
of the server selection probability. An active

router i calculates Pij , a probability of select-
ing server j, as follows.

Pij =
1

RTTj∑n
m=1

1
RTTm

, (1)

where n is the total number of servers serving
the same service and RTTm is the RTT between
the router i and the server m.

3. Content Location Strategies

For content location strategies, several works
have been published. Cidon, et al. 5) and Li, et
al. 6) discuss the content location problem for
a simple network model, a tree model. These
results cannot be applied for the general case
where many replication servers are located in
the whole network and their decision affects
each other, i.e., their decision in relation to
which objects to be located affect total per-
formance. Qui, et al. 7) evaluate several con-
tent location strategies by simulation. In their
evaluation, the replication server is assumed to
be complete and they do not consider the be-
havior of each content. In Ref. 4), the content
location problem is well formulated and they
analyze which object is to be located in each
replication server.

In Ref. 4), the content location problem is for-
mulated as follows. Content server i in au-
tonomous system i(i=1,2,. . . ,I), ASi, has Si

bytes of storage capacity. Object j has a size
of bj , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} and a request probability
pj which is the probability that a client will re-
quest this object j. ASi has clients that request
objects at aggregate rate λi.

xij =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if content j is stored
at content server i

0 otherwise

The matrix of all xij ’s is denoted by x. Each
object j is initially placed on an origin server.
All of the objects are always available in their
origin servers, regardless of the placement x.
The placement of objects to origin servers is
denoted as xo.

The storage is constrained by the space avail-
able at ASi, that is

J∑
j=1

bjxij ≤ Si i = 1, · · ·, I. (2)

The average number of hops that a request
must traverse from ASi is
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Ci(x) =
J∑

j=1

pjdij(x) (3)

where dij(x) is the shortest distance to a copy
of object j from AS i under the placement x.

Let Λ(=
∑I

i=1 λi) be the total request rate of
all ASs. The average number of hops from all
ASs is then

C(x) =
1
Λ

I∑
i=1

λiCi(x)

=
1
Λ

I∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

λipjdij(x). (4)

The goal is to choose the x so that the cost
function C(x) is minimized. This means that
the goal is to minimize the average number of
inter-AS hops that a request must traverse. It is
not feasible to solve this problem optimally for
a large number of objects and ASs. This prob-
lem is NP-complete 4). They proposed several
heuristics to solve this problem as follows 4).

3.1 Popularity
The content server in each AS stores the most

popular objects. The content server sorts the
objects in decreasing order of popularity and
stores as many copies in this order as the stor-
age constraint allows. The content server can
estimate the popularities by observing the re-
quests it receives from the clients. This heuris-
tic does not require the node to get any infor-
mation from outside of the AS.

3.2 Greedy-Single
Each ASi calculates

Cij = pjdij(x0)
(i ∈ 1, 2, · · ·, I, j ∈ 1, 2, · · ·, J) (5)

The AS then sorts the objects in decreasing
order of Cij and stores as many copies in this or-
der as the storage constraint allows. The popu-
larities are obtained as in the Popularity heuris-
tics, but the CDN also needs information about
the network topology in order to estimate the
dij ’s. Note that the Cij ’s are calculated only
once under the placement x0 and not adjusted
when copies are stored in the content server.
This means that every AS stores copies inde-
pendently of all the other ASs and no coopera-
tion between ASs is required (Fig. 3).

3.3 Greedy-Global
The CDN first calculates Cij = λipjdij(xo)

for all AS i and objects j. Then the CDN
picks the AS-object-pair which has the highest

Fig. 3 Greedy-Single.

Fig. 4 Greedy-Global.

Cij and stores that copy in that content server.
This results in a new placement x1. Then the
CDN recalculates the costs Cij under the new
placement and pick the AS-object-pair that has
the highest cost. The copy of that object is
stored in the content server in that AS and a
new placement x2 is obtained. This operation
is repeated until all the storages have been filled
(Fig. 4).

Cij = λipjdij(x)
(i ∈ 1, 2, · · ·, I, j ∈ 1, 2, · · ·, J) (6)

4. Popularity-Probability

Popularity, Greedy-Single and Greedy-Global
have the goal that objects are distributed to
the content servers so that the total delay from
each AS is minimized. This content location
strategy is designed for a request routing which
directs a user’s request to the closest server. In
this way, they can be used for Anycast rout-
ing. When a more sophisticated request rout-
ing technique, such as Active Anycast, is used,
the content location strategy for Anycast, e.g.
Greedy-Global, may not work well. This is be-
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cause of the difference between the aims of the
content location strategy and request routing.
Aim of request routing of Active Anycast is to
find a good server which gives optimal response
time. This means Active Anycast can direct a
user’s access to a good server with a light load
even though this server is not the closest one.
Thus, for content location strategy, it is not the
most important requirement that requested ob-
jects are located close to users (of course, this
does not mean it is not important). It is how-
ever important that the network has an ade-
quate amount of (the same) objects as a popu-
lar one. From these observations, we propose a
new content location strategy which is applica-
ble to Active Anycast-type request routing, i.e.,
a request routing taking care both of network
delay and server load, Popularity-Probability.

In Popularity-Probability content location
strategy, each content server decides its stor-
age of objects according to object popularity.
Since object popularity is a key factor of content
location, Popularity and Popularity-Probability
have a similar concept. However, in Popularity-
Probability, the content server decides whether
it stores a specific object or not with a probabil-
ity which is predefined by its popularity. When
the total number of content servers in a net-
work is N and the request probability of object
i is pi, the expected number of content servers
which store content i is Npi. This means con-
tents are distributed randomly in a network so
that the number of replicated contents in a net-
work is linear to its popularity. In Popularity-
Probability, each content server can decide its
storage of objects independently and there is no
necessity to exchange any information among
servers. So, Popularity-Probability is very easy
to implement. On the Internet, popularities of
contents follow Zipf-like distribution 17). This
distribution indicates that the number of con-
tents with high popularity is small and many
contents have low popularity. Therefore we fo-
cus on reducing the load on the server which
has popular contents, because the network traf-
fic by requests to low popular server or content
may be trivial. Then, our method which dis-
tributes the popular contents among many con-
tent servers may be effective for server load bal-
ancing. Furthermore, in popularity-probability,
it can be expected that contents with low popu-
larity are also stored in content servers because
of the probabilistic manner.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance
of the combination of the content location strat-
egy and request routing technologies by com-
puter simulation, and investigate the environ-
ment where each technology works effectively.
In that evaluation, Popularity, Greedy-Single,
Greedy-Global and Popularity-Probability are
applied as a content location strategy. For re-
quest routing technique, Anycast and Active
Anycast is applied.

5.1 Experimental Setting
To investigate the environment where each

content location and request routing technol-
ogy works effectively, we investigate the aver-
age delay of obtaining objects with various per-
centages of ASs where the content servers are
located. We make the following assumptions.
• Waxman random graph is used for our AS

network model with 100 ASs. The aver-
age AS degree is 4 as the parameter of this
Waxman model. Each AS has a router and
at most one content server.

• The link capacity between any nodes is
25.0 requests/sec.

• The server is modeled as M/M/1 queueing
model with a capacity of 1.0 requests/sec.

• Requests from clients to all 100 contents
are generated by the Poisson process. The
request arrival rate indicates the aggregate
request arrival rate to each AS from users
connected directly to it and is 30.0 re-
quests/sec.

• The number of contents stored in the con-
tent server is 10% of all 100 contents, i.e.
the capacity of each server is 10 copies. The
popularities of contents are assigned from
Zipf-like distribution 17) whose parameter
is 1.0.

5.2 Performance of Request Routing
and Content Location

Figure 5 shows the average latency of ob-
taining objects vs. the percentage of the num-
ber of ASs which have a content server in the
network. A solid line and a dotted line show the
latency of obtaining objects with Anycast and
Active Anycast, respectively. As shown in this
figure, with any combination of request routing
technology and content location strategy there
is some area where delay characteristics diverge.
This is because the utilization of servers inside a
network becomes larger than 1, i.e., servers are
in overload status when a sufficient number of
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Fig. 5 Average latency characteristics.

content servers are not prepared in a network.
However, the percentile of AS’s, i.e. the number
of content servers, which gives delay divergence
is varied for each combination. Popularity-
Probability and Active Anycast combination
give the smallest value of this divergence point.
This means this combination needs the smallest
number of content servers in order to stabilize
delay characteristics. Thus, the combination of
Popularity-Probability and Active Anycast can
distribute an adequate number of contents in-
side a network and guide users’ requests with a
satisfying server load balance.

We also evaluated the performance in the
case where the server capacity is 30%. Simu-
lation results for this situation show that there
is no significant difference between the results
for a 10% case. As the server capacity becomes
larger, the total performance of CDN is im-
proved, of course. However, there is a tendency
for the combination of Popularity-Probability
and Active Anycast to need the smallest num-
ber of content servers in order to stabilize delay
characteristics.

5.3 Simulation Results: Robustness
Another important performance factor for

CDN is robustness. For content location strat-
egy, e.g., Popularity and Popularity-Probability,
measured or predefined information about the
popularity of an object is necessary. When
there is some error on its estimation or tem-
poral change of popularity, there may be some
performance degradation in CDN. We evaluate
robustness from the standpoint of how average
latency characteristics are degraded with these
errors. In this paper, we investigate the effect
on the integration of request routing and con-
tent location in the case where the request prob-
ability of the objects pj changes from the origi-
nal design. It is modeled as the situation where
the request probability of the most popular ob-
ject is replaced with the request probability of

Fig. 6 Performance in the case where the popularity
changes in 10 ASs.

Fig. 7 Performance in the case where the popularity
changes in 50ASs.

Fig. 8 Performance in the case where the popularity
changes in 100ASs.

m’th (m ≥ 2) popular object. When the con-
tents are sorted in decreasing order of popular-
ity, it is assumed that the request probability of
the most popular object is p̂1 and m’th popular
object is p̂m originally. Each request probabil-
ity p1, pm becomes as follows after the change.

p1 = p̂m, pm = p̂1

The x-axis shows the object number m to be
replaced and y-axis shows the latency of ob-
taining objects in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. Figures 6,
7 and 8 show the performance in the case where
the popularity of objects changes in 10%, 50%
and 100% of all ASs in the network, respec-
tively. As we mentioned in the previous section,
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each content location strategy with Active Any-
cast can show a better performance than the
combinations of Anycast routing show. This
is because Anycast cannot select the adequate
server from the candidates based on server load
or network congestion. So, Active Anycast is
used as request routing in all the above figures.

As shown in these figures, the combination
of Popularity-Probability and Active Anycast
gives the best performance from the standpoint
of robustness because it can hold stable delay
characteristics even when a large error happens
in popularity pre-estimation.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have claimed that there is a
significant difference between the aims of con-
tent location strategy and request routing. The
aim of request routing of Active Anycast is to
find a good server which gives optimal response
time. Thus, for content location strategy, it is
not the most important requirement that re-
quested objects are located close to users. We
believe that request routing and content loca-
tion strategy work well together when content
location strategy is designed to manage the
number of objects according to their popular-
ity. From these observations, we have proposed
a new content location strategy, Popularity-
Probability. In Popularity-Probability, objects
are randomly located in content servers in-
side a network according to its popularity. In
Popularity-Probability, each content server can
decide its storage of copies independently and
there is no necessity to exchange any informa-
tion among servers.

We have evaluated our proposed integration
of request routing and content location strat-
egy, i.e., the combination of Active Anycast and
Popularity-Probability. We compare the aver-
age latency of obtaining objects in our proposed
integration with the various combinations of
previously proposed request routing techniques:
Anycast and Active Anycast, and content loca-
tion strategies, Popularity, Greedy-Single and
Greedy-Global. Our simulation results show
that our proposed integration gives stable CDN
in that CDN is tolerable to a change of user
request tendency. Our proposed integration of
request routing and content location strategy in
CDN may open a new possible network design.

In our evaluation in this paper, we assume
link capacities of all links are homogeneous. For
content servers, we think their network situa-

tion should be good, i.e., their available band-
width should be large. This is because these
content servers will be prepared by network car-
riers or service providers. Thus, we believe that
the insights obtained in the paper can be ap-
plied to general CDNs. Where the link capacity
of each content server is different, content loca-
tion strategy should take into account not only
the popularity of contents but also the server’s
network situation. For example, popular con-
tents should be located at a server with a good
network situation. We would like to leave this
issue for our further research.
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